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Numerous Institutes of Excellence. 

One Educational Campus. 

DYPEA 



Welcome to Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Pune. 
 

This campus stands in a sprawling 40 acre setting in close proximity to the old  

Mumbai-Pune highway. This campus aims to carry forward the legacy of the 

D. Y. Patil Group and the Padmashree Dr. D. Y. Patil University, Navi Mumbai  and 

has over the past few years been taking steps in that direction. It houses  a 

number of institutes of engineering and management that have raised the  

standard of education in this area and continue to improve with each passing  

year. All the institutes on campus strive to provide a holistic educational  

experience to students with an equal focus on academic excellence and  

practical learning. 
 

Welcome to one of Talegaon’s finest educational hubs. Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational  

Academy, Pune. 



Shree Gajanan Maharaj 



Vision: 

To impart and disseminate knowledge, develop competitiveness  

and provide research and development in the areas of Science, 

Engineering, Technology and Business Management that shall help  

mould great professionals and ideal citizens. 

 

 

Mission: 
To provide quality in all spheres of higher learning in general and  

technology and management in particular, to students across all 

social and economic strata keeping in view the ever-changing global  

scenario. Law, Liberal Education, Teacher Education, Sports, etc. 





THE LEGACY 

The Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Ambi – Talegaon seeks to carry  

forward the legacy of the numerous institutions founded by eminent  

educationist and philanthropist Padmashree Dr. D. Y. Patil. It is his foresight  

and vision that has today given Maharashtra numerous institutes of  

primary and secondary education, professional learning and research and  

development as well. With such a visionary leadership at the helm, the 

Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Ambi-Telagaon has grown rapidly in  

its initial years and will continue to do so while staying committed to its  

mission of providing quality education. 



Dr. D. Y. Patil 

Founder President, 

Padmashree Dr. D. Y. Patil University,  

Navi Mumbai 

 
Knowledge. Never before in the history of mankind has it been so  

pervading. Mankind is witnessing the integration of people  across 
nations of the world into a global knowledge based society. Knowledge  
empowers people. It empowers the individual and accelerates  his 

development and ensures that he commands an enhanced level  of 
respect in society. Today, superiority of any nation is established not by  
its military prowess but by its economic power and prosperity, which in  
turn is fueled by knowledge creation. All this is driven and achieved by  
providing quality education right from the elementary to the  primary, 
secondary, professional and postgraduate levels in institutions all over  
the country. 

Against the backdrop of globalization, students now seek education  
from reputed institutions to enhance their position in this  highly 
competitive world. This University offers education in varied areas of  
health sciences, where the students will benefit from the experience  
of their teachers and the excellent infrastructure provided to  help 

them realize their dreams of becoming competent professionals.  We 
need good doctors, good nurses, good researchers and above all good  
citizens. To mould minds to perform to the best of their ability,   one 
needs to offer the very best in a stimulating environment and I am sure  

your journey at the Educational Academy will be an enlightening  and 

enriching one. 



Late Mrs. Pushpalata D. Patil 

Founder Secretary, 

Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy 

 
Change. It is the only thing that is constant. In this  dynamically 

changing global scenario, the Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational  Academy, 
Pune offers education in varied areas of engineering, technology and  
management where students will benefit from the conducive  yet 
rigorous learning environment that has been created here. This campus  
is a technologically advanced one that shall time and again  challenge 

the mind while the verdant setting where it stands shall calm the  soul. 
 

It is an environment meant to act as a catalyst for everyone who is  
part of it, students, teachers, administrative staff and even visitors  
alike, seeking to inspire in them the desire to “lead the change”.   As 

students, we hope the time you spend here shall transform you from  
eager, enthusiastic seekers of knowledge into responsible, committed  
leaders of tomorrow. And while the quest for knowledge will  never 
end, we hope that the journey at this campus will be among the most  
memorable ones in your lifetime. 
 

Wishing you the very best to come away inspired from your experience  
at the Dr. D.Y. Patil Educational Academy,  Pune. 



Vision. A Vision statement is a way of  
keeping everyone focused on the ultimate  
goal. The youth of today have a lot of promise  
and potential. It is this potential that needs  

to be converted into concrete action for  
India’s smooth progress in this millennium.  
Education is the most important tool to  
achieve this. It is the initiative in education  
along with progress in health care that will  
bring about transformation m the country  
today. Over the years, the D. Y. Patil Group,  
with its commitment and dedication, has  
earned a reputation of being a provider of  
quality education in areas of professional  

significance. With the increasing number of  
talented students who join this University  
each year, we look forward to becoming  a 
world-class university and creating a  
distinctive position for ourselves. It is our  
Founder Chancellor’s dream to see the youth  
steer this nation on the path of progress  by 
using the power of knowledge as their  
strongest tool. It is time that students of today  
take it upon themselves to see the words  of 

our elders translated into action It is our  
responsibility as educated citizens of India to  
spread the light, the light of knowledge. 

My best wishes go your way as you embark  
on this wonderful learning experience at  
the Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy,  Pune. 

Dr. Vijay D. Patil 

President 

Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy 



Passion. When this is the emotion you feel  
while undertaking any task, you’re sure to  be 
rewarded. And this, we believe is the  way to 
go about any activity by pursuing it  

passionately. 

The Dr. D. Y. Patil Group is a pioneer in the  
field of higher learning. Our mission, to  
advance new ideas and promote knowledge,  

has created excellent learning. We strive to  
create an environment in which outstanding  
students and scholars from around the world  
are continually challenged and inspired to  
do their best possible work. Our campuses at  
Navi Mumbai and at Pune are amongst the  
finest educational complexes in the country.  
We are working on several education-centric  
growth initiatives that include a chain of  
international schools across India & overseas,  

academic collaborations with universities  
overseas, Biotechnology and IVF Research,  
Healthcare and Media. In the coming years,  
campuses and constituent institutes will  be 
established both in India and overseas.  I am 
pleased to welcome you all to the  
Educational Academy and I am sure that the  
memories you take home from this campus  
will be the most cheerful and enriching ones  
in your entire academic career. Wishing you  
the very best for your education and your  

respective careers. 

Dr. Ajeenkya D. Y. Patil 

Vice-President 

Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy 





INFRASTRUCTURE 

The Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Pune is well and truly an  

architectural masterpiece and designed to let students make the most of  

the time that they spend here. From Wi-Fi connectivity to well-equipped  

labs everything that a student needs for an exhaustive learning experience  

has been provided. 

• Laboratories 

• Computers Labs 

• Library 

• Sports Ground 

• Gym 

• Hostel 



Library 

The library at Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, 

Pune is a large sanctorum of knowledge with  

a wealth of books, e-books, national and 

international journals and publications. It houses  

a vast collection of DVD and CD-ROMs that  

cover a range of topics across engineering and  

management that shall help enrich a student 

and a researchers learning experience. The library  

subscribes to a lot of literature from reputed  

institutes like the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and  

Electronics Engineers), ASCE (American Society  

of Civil Engineers) and ASME (American Society  

of Mechanical Engineers) among many others. 

Students can also use the e-library to access  

the Emerald Host Database that has over 1200  

e-journals from around the world. 

Computer Labs 

The Computer Labs at the Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational  

Academy, Pune are state-of-the-art. From the 

most advanced computer systems with the latest  

software to a great LAN set-up with top-of-the-line  

network infrastructure and a superior Cyberoam  

firewall, the labs here embody the technology 

and engineering spirit of this campus as a whole.  

Students can make full use of these labs during  

their practical classes and can work with faculty  

on other academic and co-curricular assignments  

as well. All the computer labs are provided with  

power back-up to avoid any disruption during on-  

going lectures and practical’s. 



Workshops 

The Workshop is well equipped with adequate tools  

and modern machinery. All workshop sessions are  

conducted by qualified, experienced and dedicated  

staff. The Workshop on campus aims to simulate an  

industrial working atmosphere while honing their  

skills across the various functions. The Workshop on  

campus consists of a carpentry shop, welding shop,  

plumbing shop, fitting shop, machine shop and tin  

smithy.Recently the state of art CNC machines has  

also been provided for the students to be trained  

with modern technology equipments 

Classrooms & Conference Halls 

The well-lit classrooms on campus are spacious  

and equipped with LCD projectors to facilitate an  

interactive learning experience for the students.  

Students are provided with individual desks to  

make classroom sessions comfortable. The design  

of the classrooms aims to make lectures more  

discussion-oriented to facilitate a free exchange of  

ideas between students and teachers. The campus  

also has Conference and Seminar halls that are  

equipped with audio visual aids and multimedia  

facilities. 



Hostels 

Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Pune does  

its best to make resident students feel as much  

at home as day scholars. The hostel facilities 

on campus are testimony to this. The campus  

provides separate hostel facilities for boys and girls.  

The hostels are provided with a well-equipped  

gymkhana, facilities like chess, carom and other  

indoor sports and an entertainment room with 

a television. The hostel also provides students  

with well-planned, nutritious, wholesome meals  

through its mess facility and offers special menus  

on weekends and festivals. 

Sports 

The Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Pune boasts  

of a world-class cricket ground that has been built  

to exacting standards of quality and precision. This  

ground plays host to a number of collegiate and  

inter-collegiate events and to a number of district  

and state league matches as well. 



Transportation 

The campus has made arrangements to ensure the  

commute of students and faculty is as hassle-free  

as possible. The campus maintains its own fleet 

of buses that operate at regular intervals and are  

planned as per the timings of the various institutes  

on campus. 

Cafeteria 

The Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy, Pune has  

a large Cafeteria and Dining Hall on campus that  

caters to the needs of all students and staff. 

A special juice and milk-shake corner along with a  

confectionary center are attached to the cafeteria.  

The cafeteria acts like a breeding ground for ideas  

for all the festivals, technical events and 

extra-curricular activities on campus and acts as a  

forum for students across institutes to interact and  

work with each other. 



“Education is the  
most powerful  
weapon which you  
can use to change  
the world.” 
- Nelson Mandela 



Institute Code – 6323 



D. Y. PATIL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

Institute Code – 6323 

 
About the Institute 

D. Y. Patil College of Engineering (DYPCOE) has been approved by 

the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi and the  

Government of Maharashtra. All its courses are affiliated to the University  

of Pune. It offers Four-Year/Eight-Semester (12+Level) Degree courses in  

Engineering and Technology in the branches of Computer Technology,  

Electronics and Tele-communication, Information Technology and 

Mechanical Engineering. focuses on the all-round growth of a student  

while exploring the latest developments in science and technology. 



Courses Offered 

Eligibility Criteria 

Intake Branch 

Bachelors Programmes 

Masters Programmes 

• ME E & TC (VLSI & Embedded System) 

• ME Computer 

24 
22 

Candidate should 

• be Indian Nationality 

• have passed the HSC (Std. XII) examination of  

Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and  

Higher Secondary Education or its equivalent  

examination with subjects English, Physics,  

Chemistry and Mathematics AND Secured  

minimum 45 % marks (minimum 40 % marks in  

case of candidates of Backward class categories  

and Physically Handicapped belonging only 

to Maharashtra State) in the subjects Physics,  

Chemistry and Mathematics added together 

• have obtained a non zero score in subjects  

Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics added 

together at jee or have a valid Entrance Exam Score  

(Paper I) 

 60 

  60 

  60 

120 

   60 

   60 

• Computer Engineering 

• Information Technology 

• Electronics & Tele-Communication 

• Mechanical Engineering 

• DSE ( Electronics & Tele-Communication ) 

• DSE (Computer Engineering) 



“Any sufficiently  
advanced  
technology is  
indistinguishable  
from magic” 
-Arthur C. Clarke 



Institute Code – 6620 



D. Y. PATIL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY  

About the Institute 

D. Y. Patil Institute of Engineering and Technology (DYPIET) has been  

approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) New  

Delhi, Directorate of Technical Education (DTE) and the Government of  

Maharashtra. All its courses are affiliated to the University of Pune. It offers  

Four-Year / Eight-Semester (12+Level) Degree courses in Engineering 

and Technology in Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering, Information  

Technology and Mechanical Engineering. The students of this institute  

have been consistent performers at the university level that is in keeping  

with the high standards of academic rigour followed here. 

Institute Code – 6620 



Courses Offered 

Intake Branch 

Bachelors Programmes 

Masters Programmes 

• ME Mechanical (Mechanical Design) 

• ME Civil (Construction Management) 

24 

24 

Eligibility Criteria 

60 

60 

60 

60 

120 

60 

60 

Candidate should 

• be Indian National 

• have passed the HSC (Std. XII) examination of  

Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and  

Higher Secondary Education or its equivalent  

examination with subjects English, Physics,  

Chemistry and Mathematics AND Secured  

minimum 45 % marks (minimum 40 % marks in  

case of candidates of Backward class categories  

and Physically Handicapped belonging only 

to Maharashtra State) in the subjects Physics,  

Chemistry and Mathematics added together 

• have obtained a non zero score in subjects  

Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics added 

together at jee or have a valid Entrance Exam Score  

(Paper I) 

• Computer Engineering 

• Information Technology 

• Civil Engineering 

• Electrical Engineering 

• Mechanical Engineering 

• DSE (Computer Engineering) 

• DSE (Information Technology) 



“Tell me and I  
forget. Teach me  
and I remember.  
Involve me and I  
learn.” 
-Benjamin Franklin 



Institute Code – 6787 



D. Y. PATIL S C HO O L OF ENGINEERING ACADEMY  

Institute Code – 6787 
 
 
About the Institute 

D. Y. Patil School of Engineering Academy (DYPSEA) has been  

approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) New  

Delhi, Directorate of Technical Education (DTE) and the Government of 

Maharashtra. All its courses are affiliated to the University of Pune. It offers  

Four-Year/ Eight-Semester (12+Level) Degree courses in Engineering and  

Technology in Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering, Automobile  

Engineering, E&TC Engineering and Mechanical Engineering. 



Courses Offered 

Intake Branch 

Bachelors Programmes 

Masters Programmes 

• ME Mechanical (Heat Power Engineering) 

• ME E & TC (Signal Processing) 

2
4 

2
4 

Eligibility Criteria 

60 

60 

60 

60 

12
0 

60 

Candidate should 

• be Indian National 

• have passed the HSC (Std. XII) examination of  

Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and  

Higher Secondary Education or its equivalent  

examination with subjects English, Physics,  

Chemistry and Mathematics AND Secured  

minimum 45 % marks (minimum 40 % marks in  

case of candidates of Backward class categories  

and Physically Handicapped belonging only 

to Maharashtra State) in the subjects Physics,  

Chemistry and Mathematics added together 

• have obtained a non zero score in subjects  

Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics added 
together at jee or have a valid Entrance Exam Score 

(Paper I) 

• Computer Engineering 

• Automobile 

• Civil Engineering 

• Electronics & Tele-Communication 

• Mechanical Engineering 

• DSE (Computer Engineering) 



“Education is  
the passport to  
the future, for 
tomorrow belongs 
to those who  
prepare for it  
today.” 
-Malcolm X 



Institute Code – 6441 



D. Y. PATIL POLYTECHNIC  

Institute Code – 6441 

 
About the Institute 
 
D. Y. Patil Polytechnic offers an education experience unlike any 

other. The institute is committed to developing leaders and technocrats  

of tomorrow through exceptional hands-on engineering, science, 

and technology training. The institute provides a great learning  

environment, state-of-the-art infrastructure and is graced by some of  

the most respected faculty – perfect ingredients to mould students into  

professionals who can change the world for the better 



Courses Offered 

Selection and Eligibility 

Selection 

Selection for admission shall be made strictly  

on the basis of merit of the candidate as per 

procedure of the Director of Technical Education. 

General Information in Connection with  

Admission 

• Confirmation of the admission only after receipt  

of approval of the admitted Candidate list from  

Directorate of Technical Education Authorities  

and the receipt of Eligibility Certificate from M.S. 

B.T. E., Mumbai. 

• Reservation of seats as perthe norms, rules  

and regulation of Government of Maharashtra.  

published from time to time. 

• The Student can change the course in the  

second year i.e. in the third semester, Subject  

to the conditions for “Change of course” of 

Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education,  

Mumbai. 

• While taking the admission in first year (i.e. First  

Semester) or in the Second year (Third Semester),  

(i.e. Direct Admitted case), the original certificates  

submitted in the polytechnic office will be  

returned along with the leaving certificate after  

completion of diploma course or leaving the  

polytechnic, whichever is earlier. 

• Refund of fees will be made as per the rules  

and schedule given by Directorate of Technical  

Education, and as per the rules of Dr. D.Y.Patil  

Educational Academy, Ambi, Talegoan, Pune. 

Eligibility Criteria 

Branch Intake 

• Computer Engineering 60 

• Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering 60 

• Automobile Engineering 60 

• Civil Engineering 120 

• Mechanical Engineering 120 

• 2nd ShiftComputer Engineering 60 

• 2nd ShiftMechanical Engineering 60 



“Management is  

doing things right;  

leadership is doing  

the right things.” 
-Peter Drucker 



Institute Code – 6172 



D. Y. PATIL INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT  

Institute Code – 6172 

 
About the Institute 
 
D. Y. Patil Institute of Management Ambi was established 

with the aim of providing world-class management education  

outside of cities like Mumbai and Pune. This institute that is part of  

the Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy at Pune strives to fulfill this  

goal by providing deserving students with a strong educational  

foundation thereby helping them to realize their professional  

dreams. The institute’s full-time and visiting faculty comprises  

reputed names from academia and industry and they are perfect  

beacons for the students who go through the rigorous programmes  

that the institute offers. 



Courses Offered 

Course Intake 

• MBA (MB 6172)  120 

• MCA (MC 6172) 120 

Eligibility for the MBA Course 

Eligibility for Admission Students possessing the  

following qualifications are eligible for admission to  

MBA course. 

A Bachelor Degree in any faculty of any statutory  

University with 50% or more marks (45% or more  

marks for students belonging to SC, ST/DT, NT, OBC,  

SBC for Maharashtra State Only), 

Or 

A Masters Degree in any faculty of any statutory  

University with 50% or more marks (45% or more  

marks for students belonging to SC, ST/DT, NT,  

OBC, SBC for Maharashtra State Only), Must have  

completed selection procedure as prescribed by  

the competent authority from time to time. 

Eligibility for the MCA Course 

The eligibility criteria for admission for the MCA  

course will be as decided by the Competent  

Authority (Director, Technical Education-  

Government of Maharashtra, and/or AICTE, New  

Delhi).The selection would be done as per the  

guidelines given by the Director of Technical  

Education Maharashtra State from time to time. 

Eligibility Criteria 



“Agriculture not  
only gives riches to  
a nation, but the  
only riches she can  
call her own.” 
- Samuel Johnson 





About the Institute 

Padmabhushan Vasant Dada Patil College of Agriculture was  

established with a vision of imparting technical education in  

the field of agriculture, allied sciences and related areas. The  

institute aims to promote research and training on sustainable 

development of agricultural productivity, cost reduction in farming,  

farm mechanization and farm animal production. It focuses on  

dissemination of technology innovation in this field so as to 

make it accessible to all and seeks to encourage the youth to  

take up entrepreneurship and contribute to rural development.  

The institute is affiliated to the Mahatma Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, 

Rahuri Dist. Ahmednagar and has been accredited A Grade by the  

University Evaluation Committee consecutively for two years. 

Padmabhushan Vasant Dada Patil  
College of Agriculture 



Courses Offered 

Undergraduate 

Course Intake 

• B.Sc. Agriculture 120 

Eligibility for the Course 

Students who have passed their H.S.C. Examination  

(12th Science) with Physics, Chemistry & Biology  

subjects of 100 Marks. 

Eligibility Criteria 

Note: 

Intake by merit - 96  Seats (80 % - Centralised admission) 

Intake through Management Quota - 24 Seats (20 % - College level admission) 



“Architecture is 
visual art & the 
buildings speak for 
themselves.” 
- Julia Morgan. 



Institute Code – 6831 



    D. Y. PATILSCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE  

About the Institute 

D. Y. Patil School of Architecture has been approved by the Council of Architecture (COA) New  

Delhi, Directorate of Technical Education (DTE) and the Government of  Maharashtra. All its 

courses are affiliated to the University of Pune. It offers  Five-Year / Ten-Semester (12+Level) 

Degree course in Architecture.Our students have bagged many awards at the National level 

competitions in academic as well as co-curricular activities. The college believes in overall 

development of the students to make them competitive in the globalised world today, by 

providing excellent infrastructure, faculty and a conducive teaching-learning environment. 

Institute Code – 6831 



Intake Branch 

Bachelors Programmes 

Eligibility Criteria 

The Candidate should be an Indian National; 
(i) Passed HSC or its equivalent with Mathematics and 
obtained at least 50% marks in aggregate (at least 45% marks 
in aggregate in case of candidates of Backward class 
categories and Persons with Disability belonging to 
Maharashtra state only) ; 

Or 
(ii) Passed (10+3) Full time Diploma examination recognized 
by All India Council for Technical Education or Central or State 
Government or its equivalent examination and obtained at 
least 50% marks in aggregate (at least 45% marks in 
aggregate in case of candidates of Backward class categories 
and Persons with Disability belonging to Maharashtra state 
only) with Mathematics as compulsory subject; 

And  
(iii) The Candidate should have obtained at least 40% marks 
at National Aptitude Test in Architecture (NATA2016), 
conducted by the Council of Architecture,  

Or 
(iv) The Candidate should have obtained at least 35% marks 
aggregate and minimum of at National Aptitude Test in 
Architecture (NATA2017), conducted by the Council of 
Architecture and Declared as qualified. 

Or 
(v)The Candidate should have obtained marks in JEE(main) 
paper II. 
 

• B. Architecture                80 

Courses Offered 



Reaching DYPTC  



Dr. D. Y. Patil Educational Academy 

Talegaon MIDC Road, S.No 124 & 126 , 

At post Ambi, Talegaon Dabhade. Pune 410506  

Phone: 02114-302055 

Email - info@dyptc.com 

Admission Enquiry contact 
Mr. B. S. Gaikwad : 09221678393 / 08975152404 

Mr. Shivraj : 09665413939 

Email: admission@dyptc.com 

www.dyptc.com 
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